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ABSTRACT
Software development and deployment are traditionally separate non-interoperating tasks, yet they concern much of the same information. We propose a modeling language for software development processes that integrates the software artifacts being developed in the process as well as their product structure information including evolution, such as dependency, origin, version, and configuration information which is required for deployment. Based on this, we present a distributed framework, implemented in a prototype system, consisting of a process support system as a common process-interoperable base for both developers and users, and separate enhancements for development and deployment. For developers, it is extended by a process definition and enactment engine as well as process-specific tools to make up a software engineering environment, allowing distributed development, configuration and release of software in globally linked processes. For users, it is extended by a deployment and runtime system that allows retrieval, installation and invocation of software, and manages user-site process bases. Developers publish parts of their development processes, and users copy linked parts of different developers’ processes containing software artifacts to their local process bases. Deployed software retains its process-awareness, allowing configurations to be checked for compatibility.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet’s remarkable growth and the emergence of distributed component technologies influence both software development and software deployment and demand their traditional requirements to be revised. Software is increasingly being developed as a “system of systems” by a heterogeneous group of organizations, in virtual organizations [2] or independently, requiring large and complex dependency graphs of software components to be managed. Likewise, software systems are becoming less self-contained, with numerous components from different sources required to make up an application, and more users have easier access to downloadable software. Since configuration management is complex already for developers [11], deployment tasks such as installation of valid component configurations will provide a serious challenge to users.

Thus, support for software development processes should emphasize more the communication among heterogeneous widely distributed developers than within individual processes, by providing a common understanding of processes and allowing different processes to be linked together to reflect component dependencies. Similarly, due to increasingly complex dependencies in “systems of systems”, better support for software deployment is desirable, particularly since many dependencies can be formalized, allowing some deployment tasks to be automated. Developers should specify and publish component dependencies electronically, since they have more information about their components than anyone else.

Therefore, product structure information such as dependencies should be incorporated already in the software development process, and this information should be made available and used in subsequent deployment of the software product. We thus propose a modeling language for software development processes that uses a common model for both process structure and product structure, and we have designed and implemented a distributed framework which supports both software development and software deployment based on a common interoperable understanding of the software process.

2 OBJECTIVES
Process-centered software engineering environments must support definition and enactment of software development processes, allow different tools to be used for different process steps, and enable multiple participants to work on a process [6]. Distributed software engineering [12] (in the sense of collaborative engineering, not engineering for distributed systems) allows multiple, even widely distributed, developers to participate in individual processes, but typically provides little support for connecting different processes or for working in heterogeneous environments.

We believe distributed software engineering should move one step further and extend the locality scope of processes beyond individual processes, by additionally supporting linking of different processes, including evolving processes and completed ones, within an enterprise, or within a virtual organization, or processes of otherwise independent developers. As a vision, this will form a large “global software process”. Process linking reflects dependencies of components under development among each other as well as on existing components, which may be supplied by different developers. Such dependencies precisely and uniquely identify versions and origins of components, including object code, source code, documentation, etc., which is important information for development, e.g. specification,
documentation, implementation, compilation, linking, testing, configuration and release, as well as for deployment, e.g. retrieval and installation by users.

Furthermore, we believe that not only the locality scope but also the duration scope of processes should be extended, beyond development time, by using process information in deploying software. Deployment has been identified to encompass configuration, release, installation, and removal of software, both for initial deployment and updates, and involves developers to make software available and users to retrieve software and manage individual user-site software registries [9], while software releasing requires developers to provide dependencies, source location, and further metadata for every software component [10]. Since developers best know about their components, we believe much of this information, particularly dependencies, should be inserted in the process already at development time, with additional information, e.g. for marketing (pricing, source location, etc.), added in the process at release time. Our hypothesis is that deployment and runtime dependencies are a subset of dependencies known already at development time. This does not contradict independent component development, since components only reference those they depend on, but not vice versa. The process thus becomes the primary integrated source of information about its software, allowing the process to be used beyond its traditional purposes, for the full life cycle of a component including development and deployment, instead of dispersing such information in several unrelated databases.

Since development of linked processes occurs in widely distributed heterogeneous organizations, and users similarly represent widely distributed heterogeneous organizations, it is essential that heterogeneous platforms and systems are supported, which demands development and deployment systems to be simple as well as interoperable both among developers and among developers and users. Our objectives are thus to propose a suitable process modeling language and implement it in a distributed system, meeting the three main requirements for processes, i.e. support for heterogeneous organizations and systems, support for process linking, and support for deployment, in addition to traditional requirements, which leads to a simple common interoperable understanding of the process, which we believe is more important than traditional full-featured process representations.

2.1 DIPS Project
Our DIPS project (Distributed Integrated Process Services) focuses on the process modeling language and its implementation in the distributed framework, and provides process and tool integration services used by all processes. The term “framework” signifies that in order to perform development activities, the framework must be extended by process-specific tools (editors, compilers, etc.) to obtain a software engineering environment; for deployment activities however, no extension is required. The associated CHIPS project (Components for Highly Integrated Process Support) focuses on high-level semantic data integration by allowing tool components to be specified and generated using compiler-compiler technology. It thus provides process-specific tools which allow component dependency semantics in processes to be formalized, as we believe support for formal methods is increasingly important, particularly when developing reusable components [13]. However, formalizing dependency semantics and using CHIPS tools is optional in DIPS processes, and external tools can be integrated using simple adapters, although on a lower integration level. CHIPS and DIPS together form the GIPSY project (Generating Integrated Process support Systems) [15][16][7].

3 PROCESS MODELING LANGUAGE
Since the goal of a software process is a software product [3], and since we intend to utilize software product information beyond development time and beyond individual processes, the product structure should be reflected in the process structure. We achieve this through structural unity of process and product: the structure of the software product as planned and under development defines the structure of its development process. To this end, our proposed language for modeling processes defines process nodes and dependencies as basic elements for composing processes, it contains definition rules specifying how these elements may be used to compose (define) processes, it contains enactment rules specifying how processes, once defined, may be executed (enacted), it supports product and process evolution, and it allows configurations to be specified on completed process parts for release to other developers and users.

3.1 Software Product
A (software) product is a partially ordered set of artifacts, holding all data which are produced during development and maintenance of the product (contract, specification, implementation, code, test case, documentation, manual, etc.), not just those artifacts delivered to a customer. Every artifact carries the information of a part of the software product and typically depends on other artifacts, thus defining the ordering of the set. Artifacts can exist in different versions (both revisions and variants), and can be part of an enclosing compound artifact, thus defining a tree-like hierarchy with atomic artifacts as leaves. A
A software product can be understood as a compound artifact, similar to compound documents [17], but extended by dependencies among the versioned parts. An atomic artifact is ideally an object which is an instance of a CHIPS or other object-based tool, that allows it to have formal or informal properties and be related to other artifacts (e.g. an object code artifact depends on its source code artifact), although object adapters also allow conventional files created by external tools to be used as artifacts.

3.2 Software Process

A (software) process is the dynamic view of a software product under development and defines how its artifacts are created, edited and confirmed. A process is a directed acyclic graph (DAG): its nodes are process nodes that represent process steps (the dynamic view of the artifacts) and are either atomic or compound: an atomic process node holds one associated atomic artifact with the tools used and permits only one developer to update it at a time, thus defining the granularity of processes, while a compound process node holds a set of process nodes (atomic or compound), defining a process hierarchy, whose (recursively) associated artifacts make up the compound artifact. The DAG’s edges are arrows representing the artifacts’ dependencies and point in the direction of development workflow (which is the reverse direction of the dependency).

The process is the hierarchically all-enclosing top compound process node containing all other process nodes with dependencies, and with all versions of the process nodes, and with artifacts attached to their respective atomic process nodes; it represents the all-enclosing artifact making up the whole product. The process structure is the process without attached artifacts. A process represents one software product (typically a software component), and different processes may be linked to represent product dependencies. Developers may thus decide whether a product should be represented as one large or several smaller linked processes, based on their desired degree of interaction.

3.3 Process Dimensions

Processes are defined by creating process nodes and linking them with dependencies to represent the planned product structure, forming a 2-dimensional DAG, and observing process-specific composition rules where imposed by the tools used (e.g. dependency of object code on source code and library artifacts). In order to support variants, dependencies can be grouped in sets of alternatives so that during enactment, only one dependency in the set is used at a time.

Since change is inherent in software processes [18], the language provides a third dimension, the history dimension. When either the process structure or previously created artifacts have to be revised (in process evolution respectively process iteration operations), a new copy of the affected part of the 2-dimensional DAG structure is created (with all nodes and dependencies) and inserted in its place in the top or current layer, while the old copy moves down the history dimension to create a new layer in the process history (fig. 1). Thus, all change is recorded and old revisions of process parts continue to be accessible, though not modifiable (unless copied, although new dependencies may be appended). Revisions may also be used as variants for dependent artifacts, e.g. an artifact may depend alternatively (not simultaneously) on different revisions of an operating system component.

3.4 Process Enactment

Defined processes may be enacted immediately by interpretation, there is no separate instantiation or compilation, and processes may continue to be defined even after enactment. During enactment, an atomic process node traverses a sequence of three different states (represented by colors), commencing in state planned:

- planned: no artifact is assigned to the process node;
- editable: an artifact has been created and assigned to the process node and is being developed;
- confirmed: the assigned artifact has a required property specified in the process node, the artifact is confirmed to be completed, and it may not be modified any more.

![Process Dimensions](image-url)

*Fig. 1: Process dimensions (graph with nodes and dependencies; artifacts not shown)*
Confirmation involves manual electronic signing by the responsible developer signifying that the artifact has been checked to fulfill a specified formal or informal property. Where a dependent artifact requires predecessor artifacts for its creation (e.g., creation of object code requires source code to be compiled), this can only proceed after their confirmation. This defines a partial ordering of workflow in the process, visualized by progressing coloring (representing states) of process nodes. State transitions of compound process nodes are similar, but governed their contained process nodes’ states.

3.5 Process Linking
In order to link two processes to reflect component dependencies, e.g. a new editor component that depends on a released component framework, an interprocess dependency is established from a node in one process either to a node or to a configuration in another process. Unlike standard dependencies, interprocess dependencies may only be established on confirmed (read-only) nodes and are normally not registered in the nodes they depend on (since these may be in another organization’s process where the developer has no write privileges), and therefore definition or enactment operations are not propagated along these dependencies. This is appropriate, since e.g. the editor’s developer does not desire his components to be automatically moved to the process history when the framework’s developer releases a new revision, but instead continues to use the same one, although he may be notified of the new revision and later decide to make use of it.

An interprocess dependency may also be used as a metaprocess dependency describing an artifact’s tool’s configuration in the tool’s development process, thereby contributing to the precise specification of the software engineering environment’s configuration at any time during process evolution.

3.6 Configurations
A configuration is a consistent set of confirmed (therefore read-only) process nodes (with associated artifacts) in a process or in linked processes, used e.g. to define which artifacts belong to a release of a product, specified by a vertical filter projection on the process to select only artifacts of concern (e.g. include object code and documentation artifacts, but no source code), a horizontal projection that defines which revisions of the filtered artifacts are used, and if appropriate a specification of the chosen variants. Consistency rules require that at most one revision (and variant) of an artifact contributes to a configuration. Independently stored configuration sets can be used to describe products consisting of otherwise unrelated configurations.

4 LAYERED FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE
In order to provide independence among development and deployment, yet allow processes to be shared, we propose a framework implementing the language based on a layered architecture, with vertical dependencies among layers. As illustrated in fig. 2, basic distribution services are required, upon which common distributed process services are based. These define process services shared among development and deployment and provide process interoperability, while development and deployment systems each extend them with specific features, but both work with processes. Tool integration services allow development tools to be plugged into processes via the common process services.

Fig. 2: Four-layered framework architecture

4.1 Distribution Services
Distribution services handle distribution and replication of processes and artifacts, manage access privileges and security, provide a messaging system allowing distributed entities to communicate, provide transactions with a limited form of ACID protection, handle synchronization of replicas, and provide a level of abstraction from location and heterogeneous systems (they should provide the same interfaces and protocols on different platforms). Such services are typically provided by object request brokers for distributed objects extended by specific services, although scalability for Internet-wide distribution demands limits on messaging, transaction and replication protocols.
4.2 Common Distributed Process Services

The common distributed process services handle those aspects of the process modeling language that are common to both development and deployment. They define process nodes (atomic, supporting an associated artifact, and compound) and dependencies (standard and interprocess) as basic process composition elements. Only structural dependency information is handled (predecessor/successor nodes, contained/enclosing nodes, older/newer revision, alternatives), not the optional process-specific dependency semantics handled by tools. Association of artifacts and various attributes (access privileges, time, etc.) with process nodes is handled as well as message forwarding from artifact to artifact. Specification of configurations and configuration sets is supported. Serialization of multi-dimensional process structures for persistent storage and transmission via network is provided. Processes are managed in on-site process bases at developer and user sites (with different access privileges for developers and users), and distribution and replication of nodes and artifacts of processes is supported, but without defining policies. Based on the distributed messaging system, simple messaging protocols are supported that allow distributed developers and users to access and copy processes to carry out development or deployment activities.

Common process services are the key to being able to use a common process representation beyond individual processes and beyond development time, providing a base for process interoperability among developers as well as between development and deployment.

4.3 Development System

The development system implements all the rules for process definition and enactment, allowing processes to be composed, linked, evolved and enacted. It thus defines how the basic elements provided by the common process services may be used to assemble valid processes, how processes evolve when iteration or evolution operations are performed (e.g. copying of affected process parts, establishment of older/newer dependencies, etc.), and enforces constraints on enactment concerning states of process nodes (e.g. no compilation before associated source code is confirmed). It includes a distributed process engine that provides 2D and 3D graphical process views for definition and enactment operations as well as for navigation and query operations on the process structure and artifacts, and based on the simple messaging protocols it implements messaging protocols to support distributed operation. As detailed below, it implements specific distribution policies for process nodes and artifacts. It also provides the user interface for specification of configurations and configuration sets and release of configurations through setting of appropriate access privileges, with every artifact and configuration obtaining a globally unique address that allows precise versioned identification of any copy.

4.4 Deployment and Runtime Systems

The deployment system handles copying of completed and released software products from developers or intermediate sources to users, in the form of configurations and configuration sets. It provides a similar graphical user interface for processes, although with more limited information (e.g. no proprietary information from developers), and all retrieve accesses to processes are read-only. It allows a selected configuration spread over multiple distributed sources to be downloaded in one operation. All retrieved configurations are inserted in a local user-site process base and links established locally reflecting exactly those in the developers’ original process copies. This allows validation of configurations and configuration sets at user sites, prevention of invalid installations, and straightforward removal of undesired configurations. Users thus have their own unique base of configurations typically originating from many different processes from different developers.

The runtime system is the host operating system’s conventional runtime system with a slight modification: its loader retrieves object code artifacts directly from the local user-site process base, instead of loading files from the local filing system. As with conventional files, access is by name only, i.e. the programming language used for the artifact’s implementation does not require any versioning concept, but unlike files, where versions are at best specified by (error-prone) paths, installed valid configurations guarantee that correct versions of all required artifacts are accessed. Ultimately, all local software will be stored in the local process base, and the local filing system will only be used to store data files, or will possibly become obsolete if objects are used for these purposes too. Process bases may also be shared among several user workstations, e.g. diskless network computers.

4.5 Tool Integration Services

Tool integration services allow development tools (editors, compilers, etc.) to be plugged into the process framework in order to extend the framework to a full software engineering environment. The services also define extensible messages for communication among artifacts that are instances of tools. For CHIPS-based tools, specific messages are used that access related artifacts in their process context, to validate formal dependencies or to create new artifacts, e.g. an object code artifact’s creation tool may
be implemented as a compile message sent to its related source code artifact, which compiles itself and returns the object code artifact. Message types include requests to provide specific views of an artifact, e.g. to create HTML from text-based artifacts used for their WWW presentation. Other tools are supported via adapters, but with limited integration, since our focus is on process interoperability rather than tool integration.

5 DISTRIBUTED FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE
This section describes how different distribution policies are used for development and for deployment, for different parts of the framework introduced in the previous section, and for process nodes and for artifacts.

5.1 Development Distribution
In order to actively participate in a process, a developer requires the distribution services, common distributed process services, and development system, and tool integration services if CHIPS-based tools are used, plus the process-specific tools he uses for those artifacts in a process he works on. Furthermore, he typically needs the deployment and runtime systems for process-based software too, unless no such software is used, e.g. in an initial bootstrapping phase.

5.1.1 Development Activities and Process Distribution Policies
A developer typically works together with other developers on a process or on several processes, whereby every developer works on a different part of a process, but also requires information about other parts of a process and about other processes. An analysis of typical operation patterns suggests that non-replicated distribution of artifacts and replicated distribution of all process nodes of a process is a favorable distribution policy, as discussed in [19] (fig. 3). Since developers typically require frequent dependency and other metainformation about related artifacts which is stored in process nodes, but process nodes are updated relatively infrequently, their replication overhead is justified. Artifacts however are distributed according to their developers and are not replicated, since a developer updates his own artifacts relatively frequently (compared to their associated nodes), so this should occur locally, but he reads others less often, and moreover artifacts can be based on very heterogeneous tools which makes replication on heterogeneous hosts difficult. Process node replication is synchronized by specifying a master machine for every process and using a simple primary-backup scheme [14].

Since the number of developers working on the same process is typically small, e.g. 1 - 12 participants (larger projects would typically be run as separate (i.e. non-propagating) linked processes) and processes typically contain less than 500 nodes [19], the number and sizes of messages are relatively small. Since response times are not critical, small-scale replication of process nodes on every developer’s machine is feasible, and with reduced response time requirements, even for Internet-wide distribution of developers, e.g. in a virtual organization. More flexible distribution and replication schemes, e.g. with partial or dynamically changing replication, are conceivable, but more complex.

![Fig. 3: Distributed development system, illustrating replication of process structure (process nodes) and non-replicated distribution of associated artifacts (shown as icons)](image)

5.1.2 Release Activities
Supported by the development framework and carried out by developers, release comprises specifying a configuration that defines which process nodes have deliverable artifacts, e.g. only object code and documentation but no source code, then setting the access privileges of these nodes with their artifacts and selected attributes to readable for users, and allowing users to connect to the process for retrieval. Released configurations should in principle be made available “forever”, although limits are conceivable. For marketing, we also envisage software component releases to be registered in searchable component catalogs on the WWW that carry information such as component purpose and pricing, and include a link to the process, which provides graphical visualization of origin, dependency and configuration information on the WWW, and allows retrieval of selected configurations.
5.2 Deployment Distribution

A user desiring software developed in a process requires the distribution services, the common distributed process services and the deployment and runtime systems, but not the development-related parts of the framework.

5.2.1 Deployment Activities and Distribution Policies

Deployment is carried out by individual users and involves retrieval of released configurations from suitable sources and insertion in the user’s local process base. After finding a configuration, e.g. in a WWW-based software catalog, its globally unique address serves to precisely identify it at whichever source it is made available, and it also identifies the original source that made it available, the developer. Typically, a developer will initially deploy copies on his enterprise’s process server via its intranet, from where other companies will deploy copies on their own process servers via Internet, which again will be accessed via intranets for their employees’ local deployment (fig. 4). Thus, in order to avoid excessive load on a developer’s site, this requires a redirection mechanism for deployment systems, where every deployment system has its list of preferred servers to be consulted for retrieval of configurations, possibly transitively, before the developer’s original site has to be contacted if unsuccessful elsewhere. If copyright or licensing restrictions are to be enforced, then most individual users would typically not have access to the original developer’s site but only to their enterprise’s copies, thus requiring redirection.

Users thus build their own process base of configurations, and any such process base may again become a server for other users, such as the enterprise servers, and a developer may even be a user of his own releases (since all releases are read-only), in which case no copying is required. For the management of servers and process bases, different schemes are envisageable, from cache management to manual management. Since deployment involves only read-only copies that are not updated, wide-scale replicated deployment scales well.

Although not a requirement, an advantageous complement to our deployment scheme would be an endogenous ownership mechanism for software as proposed in [1] which would allow e.g. a pay-per-use scheme for software instead of the conventional pay-per-copy scheme. This would allow user access privileges to be greatly simplified as all software could be copied freely and instead only its execution or instantiation would be charged.

Fig. 4: Internet and intranet development and deployment scenario (involving 4 components: A, B, C, D with simplified linked processes; versions and artifacts not shown)

6 IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a limited-functionality prototype system of the distributed framework in Oberon System 3 [8], running on both Power Macintosh and UNIX (Sun SPARCstation) systems, together with some CHIPS-based tools (text editors, compilers) and adapters for external tools (text and graphical editors, wordprocessors; currently limited to tool invocation). Distributed operations are based
on TCP/IP to potentially allow Internet-wide distribution. Oberon was chosen several years ago, but meanwhile CORBA systems and Java have emerged which fulfill many of our basic requirements and may be used in the prototype’s next major revision; we also believe the framework should eventually be integrated in the Internet to facilitate Internet-wide collaborative work [4]. We have defined simple messaging protocols (e.g. for process replica synchronization, messaging among distributed objects such as artifacts, deployment requests by users, etc.) which run on specific TCP ports. Artifacts are currently addressed by their host’s Internet address, process name, and process node number, all of which are unique within their scope; configurations are addressed by their unique name within a process; more elaborate addressing schemes are envisaged. As a demonstration of providing process information on the WWW to help users making retrieval choices, we have also built a dedicated WWW server that visualizes current process dependencies on-the-fly in 2D and 3D graphics on the WWW (i.e. independently from the framework), providing GIF and Apple QuickDraw 3D graphics, and showing text-based artifacts in HTML containing hyperlinks to the correct versions of depending artifacts [20][7].

The prototype allows distributed operation for graphical process definition and enactment including process iteration and evolution providing artifact revisions, and specification and validation of configurations, but variants, configuration sets and process linking are not yet supported. Meanwhile, some process linking aspects are simulated e.g. by defining two component processes in one large process. We have used the system successfully to support software processes in student exercises of lectures at ETH (as in fig. 5), and we have also partially applied it to its own development in a bootstrapping manner (involving up to 4 developers, and 60 process nodes in a process with up to 8 revisions each). Whenever we complete a new release, an appropriate configuration is defined, related access privileges are set to readable for all (release access privileges are not yet differentiated), and a process copy with all required artifacts can be downloaded automatically by another user from all involved distributed sources at his request (currently only from the original sources, without redirection), while development of new revisions in the same process continues unaffected.

In order to use the development and/or deployment system, no modifications are required to an operating system it runs on. For the prototype, no modifications are required to the local runtime system either, since deployed artifacts are stored as files, and components can thus be instantiated conventionally, assuming modern dynamic linking and loading capabilities as in the Oberon system [8]. However, we envisage user-site process bases to be handled by object management systems separate from filing systems, as processes and artifacts remain objects even after deployment and thus retain their process-awareness. Artifacts will only be accessible via process instead of inconsistently via both process and filing system, i.e. process and artifact concepts will replace directory and file concepts for software, handling much more metainformation about components (e.g. dependencies) than filing system directories, and requiring the loader to instantiate objects directly out of the process base instead of from file.

![Fig. 5: Screenshot of a process on the prototype in 2D (middle) and 3D views (left: top-level process hierarchy; right: zoom-in on a compound node)](image)

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Related Work

Process-centered software engineering environments have been studied extensively in recent years, with papers collected e.g. in [6] and [5]. There is a great diversity in process modeling languages and paradigms, with many systems providing complex languages to manage individual processes, but little support for connecting different processes or for managing processes in heterogeneous widely distributed systems such as in virtual organizations, where a simple interoperable process base is more important.
than sophisticated features. Support for software deployment is also lacking, since this is typically regarded as a separate task.

As a survey of release management, installation and configuration registry systems discusses, only one research system covers all deployment activities [9], and release management systems typically lack either adequate support for dependency management or distribution [10], and unlike in our system, dependencies are typically specified manually. While many systems support individual development or deployment activities, we are not aware of any integrated system that directly employs process information for dependency and configuration management, and which supports software development in widely distributed heterogeneous organizations, configuration management, release and installation via network, and management of user-site process bases (registries) with instantiation directly from there instead of via filing system, as in our system.

7.2 Conclusions and Outlook

Regarding the new challenges to software development and deployment provided by wide-scale Internet connectivity, emerging distributed component technologies, and virtual organizations, we believe more emphasis should be placed on organizational interoperability in wide-scale systems and in particular in process interoperability among developers as well as among developers and users, since they concern much of the same information and would benefit greatly from being able to share it in a straightforward manner. As there is apparently no existing system focusing on such objectives, we do not investigate interoperability with existing systems but instead propose a new approach to providing interoperability among developers and among developers and users, applicable to wide-scale distributed systems which are inevitably heterogeneous.

The key idea is to use the software development process to hold product structure information such as component dependencies that concerns developers of different processes as well as users installing and configuring “systems of systems”, and we propose a process modeling language that manages product and process structure, state and evolution. Based on this, we present a distributed framework with a process support system that allows integration of both development and deployment systems, enabling different developers and developers and users to interoperate by sharing common process representations. This is only possible by providing an interoperable distributed system for process representation and management. Ultimately, we believe that this will lead to the “global process” of all linked processes, replacement of filing system by object management concepts to store software, improved Internet integration of process support, and also provide opportunities for agent-based software deployment. We present a successful prototype as proof-of-concept, and we believe that based on these ideas, definition of standards and systems should be pursued leading to global process interoperability.
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